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Doing subtraction with a broken 
calculator

In this calculation, pretend that you are using a
calculator that has the “4” button broken. Show the
buttons you would press to work out the answer.

361 – 274
Please share your solution with a neighbour.

Please work on this as you arrive:



Types of Calculations Used in Everyday Life
(Northcote & McIntosh, 1999, APMC, 4(1), 19-21)

 200 volunteers recorded all computations over a 
24-hour period;

 84.6% mental, 11.1% written, 6.8% calculator 
use, other objects (19.6%);

 Almost 60% required only an estimate;
 24.9% involved time and 22.9% involved 

shopping;
 47.9% inside the home, shops (18%), cars 

(9.1%), entertainment (4.6%);
 45.7% involved addition, 42.5% subtraction.



TIMSS Video Study (7 countries)

The authors noted that “Australian students would 
benefit from more exposure to less repetitive, higher-
level problems, more discussion of alternative 
solutions, and more opportunity to explain their 
thinking.” They noted that “there is an over-emphasis 
on ‘correct’ use of the ‘correct’ procedure to obtain 
‘the’ correct answer. Opportunities for students to 
appreciate connections between mathematical ideas 
and to understand the mathematics behind the 
problems they are working on are rare.” They noted 
“a syndrome of shallow teaching, where students are 
asked to follow procedures without reasons” (p. xxi).



Changing needs of employers
 In the 1970s, when asked about the 

mathematical needs of the workforce, 
employers would typically say:

 “They need the four operations with whole 
numbers, fractions and decimals.”

Now, they say …



Business Council: 
“We need a 
broadening of the 
curriculum to 
produce people 
who can work on a 
range of issues,  
solve problems and 
work in teams.”

The Australian



“It is better to 
solve one 
problem five 
different ways 
than to solve 
five different 
problems”

George Polya



A typical class investigation

 Launch Phase: Introduction/tuning in
 Explore Phase: Students work on the 

problem / solve it in whatever way makes 
sense to them /be prepared to explain

Discuss and Summarise Phase: student 
generated approaches are displayed and 
discussed

(Stein et al., 2008)



A process to improve the “pulling it 
together” part of the lesson

 Anticipating likely student responses to cognitively 
demanding tasks

 Monitoring students’ responses to the tasks during 
the explore phase

 Selecting particular students to present their 
mathematical responses during the discussion and
summarise phase

 Purposefully sequencing the student responses that 
will be displayed

 Helping the class make the mathematical 
connections between different students’ responses 

(Smith et al., 2008)



Some of your children’s interests 
(Primary Mathematics Specialist Teachers, Victoria)

 Gang Up Chasey
 Minecraft
 Bey Blades
 Unicorns
 Beany Boos
 LOL surprise dolls
 Marvel characters
 Bugs
 Anything to do with teacher’s children
 Slime
 Squishies
 Blutak
 Anything from Smiggle
 Jumping off bridges into rivers
 Mud trenches
 Soccer
 Parts of the body (medical terminology

 Fortnight 
 Fishing
 BMX riding
 JoJoBows
 Loom Bands
 Basketball
 Lego
 Flossing – the dance phase
 Netball
 AFL trading cards
 Ushi’s
 Pokemon Cards 
 Rugby
 Lizards
 Penguins
 My teacher’s private life (age, family, etc)
 Deadly animals



Will students sacrifice basic skills if they are 
taught mathematics through problem solving?

“Students experiencing problem-based instruction 
have higher levels of mathematical understanding and 
problem-solving skills and have at least comparable 
basic numerical skills” (p. 250)
“Students who had experienced problem-based 
instruction showed significantly more growth in 
mathematical reasoning, communication, making 
connections, and problem solving than did students 
receiving traditional instruction” (p. 251)

Cai, J. (2003). What research tells us about teaching mathematics 
through problem solving. In F. K. Lester, & R. I. Charles, Teaching 
mathematics through problem solving (pp. 241-253).Reston, VA: NCTM.



Productive Struggle
 Struggle is important for students if real 

learning is to take place. As Hiebert and 
Grouws (2007) noted, “we use the word 
struggle to mean that students expend effort 
to make sense of mathematics, to figure 
something out that is not immediately 
apparent. We do not use struggle to mean 
needless frustration or extreme levels of 
challenge created by nonsensical or overly 
difficult problems” (p. 387).



Pogrow (1988) warned that by protecting the 
self-image of under-achieving students through 
giving them only “simple, dull material” (p. 84), 
teachers actually prevent them from developing 
self-confidence. He maintained that it is only 
through success on complex tasks that are 
valued by the students and teachers that such 
students can achieve confidence in their 
abilities. There will be an inevitable period of 
struggling while the students begin to grapple 
with problems but Pogrow asserted that this 
“controlled floundering” is essential for students 
to begin to think at higher levels.



The Fields 
Medal: the 
greatest honour 
a mathematician 
can receive.
Awarded to two 
to four people in 
the world every 
four years.



Maryam Mirzakhani: the first woman to 
win the Fields Medal (2014)



Of course, the most rewarding part is the 
"Aha" moment, the excitement of 
discovery and enjoyment of understanding 
something new - the feeling of being on 
top of a hill and having a clear view. 

What do you find 
most rewarding or 
productive?



But most of the time, doing mathematics 
for me is like being on a long hike with no 
trail and no end in sight.

I find discussing mathematics with 
colleagues of different backgrounds one of 
the most productive ways of making 
progress.



Some research on the teacher’s 
role during the use of 

challenging tasks

Encouraging Persistence Maintaining 
Challenge Project (EPMC)

(Sullivan, Clarke, Cheeseman, Roche, 
Russo, Downton, et al.)



The zone of confusion



Doing subtraction with a broken 
calculator

In this calculation, pretend that you are using a
calculator that has the “4” button broken. Show the
buttons you would press to work out the answer.

361 – 274



Doing subtraction with a broken 
calculator

In this calculation, pretend that you are using a
calculator that has the “4” button broken. Show the
buttons you would press to work out the answer.

361 – 274
362 – 275



Sullivan, Mousley & Zevenbergen

 The use of Open Tasks together with 
Enabling and Extending Prompts



Enabling prompt(s) for students 
experiencing difficulty

How could you do this on a calculator 
if the ‘4’ button is broken?

14 - 2



Extending prompt(s) (for those 
who finish quickly)

 Explain how you could work this out on a 
calculator with both the ‘4’ and the ‘5’ 
button broken (use the calculator to check 
that you are correct).

742 - 345







Enabling prompts (n = 28)
Lesson title Mean 

number of 
prompts 
given per 
lesson

Median 
number of 
prompts 
per lesson

Low 
number 
of 
prompts 
given in a 
single 
lesson

High 
number 
of 
prompts 
in a given 
lesson

Time until 
prompts 
given

Making Both 
Sides Equal

6.3 4 0 23 6.3

Addition 
Shortcuts

6.7 4 1 25 6.8

Finding Ways To 
Add In Your Head

6.2 4 0 20 6.6

Missing Number 
Subtraction

5.7 5 0 18 6.6

Two Purchases 10.9 10 1 23 7.0



Extending prompts (n = 28)
Lesson title Mean number 

of prompts 
given per 
lesson

Median 
number of 
prompts per 
lesson

Low number 
of prompts 
given in a 
single lesson

High number 
of prompts in 
a given 
lesson

Making Both 
Sides Equal 6.9 5 0 20
Addition 
Shortcuts 7.3 6 0 22
Finding Ways 
To Add In Your 
Head

7.9 6.5 0 22

Missing 
Number 
Subtraction

7.4 6.5 0 20

Two 
Purchases 3.3 1 0 20



Primary –
In the 
planning 
stage 
(“students” removed)
- 35 teachers



Secondary 
– In the 
planning 
stage
(“Students” removed)
- 15 teachers



Primary and Secondary
In the planning stage



Primary – During the lesson
(“students” removed) 35 teachers

INVESTIGATING THE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
TEACHER EXPECTATIONS, 
STUDENT PERSISTENCE AND 



Comments made about “Time”
 Sit in the zone for a longer period of time
 Time to think
 More time for enquiry learning
 Less teacher talk time
 Allowing time for students to solve the problems without 

interfering
 Don’t over teach during working time
 Giving them time to discuss with other children
 Students share more of their thinking more of the time
 Making and trying to allocate time to the summary phase
 Give more time to the share/summary [phase]
 Allow students thinking time
 Discussion time





 The teacher moves around the class, 
predominantly observing students at work, 
selecting students who might report and 
giving them a sense of their role, 
intervening only when necessary to seek 
clarification of potential misconceptions, to 
support students who cannot proceed, and 
to challenge those who have completed the 
task.



Teaching problems and the problems 
of teaching (Magdalene Lampert, 2001)

Four times, I stopped and addressed the 
whole class briefly about matters of 
procedure. I spent about 20 minutes out of 
the 30 small-group part of the lesson just 
watching and listening, and the rest of the 
time interacting. As I walked around 
watching students work, the teaching I did 
was constructed in response to whatever I 
saw or heard on the spot.



The role of written algorithms 
in the primary school

I think a large amount of time is at present 
wasted on attempts to teach and to learn 
the standard algorithms, and that the most 
common results are frustration, unhappiness 
and a deteriorating attitude to mathematics 

(Plunkett, 1979, p. 4)



19 + 26

34 + 99

49 + 19



Narode, Board, & Davenport (1993):

“Conceptual knowledge may be extinguished through 
an emphasis on procedural knowledge. 
The students’ prior understandings of place value in 
2-digit addition and subtraction became subordinate 
to and subverted by teacher-taught algorithms which 
the children accorded higher status than their own, 
successful invented strategies”.



“By encouraging students to use only one method 
(algorithmic) to solve problems, they lose some of 
their capacity for flexible and creative thought.  
They become less willing to attempt problems in 
alternative ways, and they become afraid to take 
risks.  Furthermore, there is a high probability that 
the students will lose conceptual knowledge in the 
process of gaining procedural knowledge.” 

(Narode, Board, & Davenport, 1993, p. 260)



When should children meet 
conventional algorithms?



Tasks assessing derived strategies of 
addition and subtraction 

(Representative Victorian School Sample, Nov., n=323)

GP 5. Given an addition or subtraction problem, 
strategies such as near doubles, build to next ten, 
fact families and intuitive strategies are evident.
12 - 6      7 + 8      19 - 15      16 + 5      36 + 9

Prep (0%)
Gr 1 (9%)
Gr 2 (39%)
Gr 3 (47%)
Gr 4 (62%)
Gr 6 (88%)



“Auxiliary Sums”

16 + 27 =43
16 + 26 =
27 + 16 =
160 + 270 =
15 + 27 =
43 – 16 =
16 + 16 + 27 + 27 =
17 + 26 =



753
- 278

500
- 20

- 5
475



Research on wait time 
(Mary Budd Rowe, 1986)

 In most classrooms, students are typically 
given less than one second to respond to 
a question posed by a teacher. 

Research shows that under these 
conditions students generally give short, 
recall responses or no answer at all rather 
than giving answers that involve higher-
level thinking.



Research on wait time: Effects on students 
of extending to at least 3 seconds 

 Length of student responses increases 300-700%
 More inferences are supported by evidence
 The incidence of speculative thinking increases
 Student-student engagement increases
 Failure to respond decreases
 Disciplinary moves decrease
 Achievement improves on cognitively complex 

written tasks







Student Preferences (%)

Task Task 
favourite

2nd

favourite
Task best 

for 
learning

2nd best 
for 

learning

A sentence with 5 
words

4.0% 12.0% 8.0% 4.2%

Rock paper 
scissors

22.0% 27.8% 0.0% 4.2%

Seven people 
went fishing

10.0% 4.0% 18.0% 12.5%

Conducting a 
survey

2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.1%

Total
:

50 50 50 50



Mean  Median  Mode

Seven People Went Fishing
If the mean number of fish caught 
was 5, the median was 4, and the 
mode was 3, how many fish might 
each person have caught?



Tread carefully with “bandwagons”

1. Learning Intentions and Success Indicators
2. In relation to Hattie research, ask yourself: “how would 

you like your teaching effectiveness to be solely judged 
on your students’ performance on NAPLAN?”

3. The Effective Teachers of Numeracy sub-project from 
the Early Numeracy Research Project used as its 
measure of effectiveness the growth in students’ 
understanding as measured by Early Numeracy 
Interview data at beginning and end of the school year, 
for two years, for 100 teachers.



Effective early numeracy teachers …

Mathematical focus • focus on important mathematical ideas
• make the mathematical focus clear to the children

Features of tasks • structure purposeful tasks that enable different possibilities, strategies and products to emerge
• choose tasks that engage children and maintain involvement

Materials, tools and representations • use a range of materials/representations/contexts for the same concept

Adaptions/ connections/ links • use teachable moments as they occur
• make connections to mathematical ideas from previous lessons or experiences

Organisational style(s), teaching 
approaches 

• engage and focus children’s mathematical thinking through an introductory, whole group activity
• choose from a variety of individual and group structures and teacher roles within the major part of

the lesson

Learning community and classroom 
interaction

• use a range of question types to probe and challenge children’s thinking and reasoning
• hold back from telling children everything
• encourage children to explain their mathematical thinking/ideas
• encourage children to listen and evaluate others’ mathematical thinking/ideas, and help with

methods and understanding
• listen attentively to individual children
• build on children’s mathematical ideas and strategies

Expectations • have high but realistic mathematical expectations of all children
• promote and value effort, persistence and concentration

Reflection • draw out key mathematical ideas during and/or towards the end of the lesson
• after the lesson, reflect on children’s responses and learning, together with activities and lesson

content

Assessment methods • collect data by observation and/or listening to children, taking notes as appropriate
• use a variety of assessment methods
• modify planning as a result of assessment

Personal attributes of the teacher • believe that mathematics learning can and should be enjoyable
• are confident in their own knowledge of mathematics at the level they are teaching
• show pride and pleasure in individuals’ success



Ability grouping

Ability grouping means that groups are 
formed and those needing more support 
in the “low” group are meeting different 
(usually lesser) mathematics learning 
goals, due partly to low-level tasks, than 
those students needing less support in 
the high group.

(Boaler & Wiliam, 2001; Boaler, Wiliam & Brown, 2000; 
Sullivan, 2015; Zevenbergen, 2003; Sexton, 2017) 



Opportunity to Learn
 If students spend time in classes where they 

are given access to high-level mathematics 
content, they achieve at higher levels.

 88% of students in England placed into tracks 
or sets at the age of four remained in the 
same tracks for the rest of their school lives.

 In international comparisons, the most 
successful countries are those that group by 
ability the latest and the least.

(Boaler, 2016) 



Conversations as opportunities 
to learn

 In the Learner’s Perspective Study (David Clarke 
et al.) of Year 8 mathematics classrooms, when 
asked the event from which they learned the 
most in a lesson, the most common response in 
13 out of 14 countries was “something another 
student said” or “the opportunity to explain my 
own thinking.” 

 The only country for which this was not the case 
was a country in which teachers did not allow 
students to talk to each other in mathematics 
lessons.





Your own professional growth and support

1. Professional reading
2. Consider further study 
3. Regularly participate in professional development 

(MAWA, AAMT, MERGA), taking along a colleague
4. Encourage your school to subscribe to teachers’ 

journals
5. Find a mentor (two-way benefits)
6. Get involved in research projects (e.g., Learning from 

Lessons)





Finally …

 Thank you to many of the presenters 
today whose research and teaching have 
inspired me over the years.
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